Release 4.8
https://documentation.dcr.design/release_notes/release-4-8/

Portal
New Features:
Support for Duration in Delay/Deadline
Improvements:
Process Engine upgraded to version 2.18.1 patch that has various improvements
Fast loading of connections listing
No-Response UI updates in DCR Whiteboard
In DCR AI Guide next step section, show Title of activity instead of ID
Improved calculation for DCR AI Guide
Analyze instances works w.r.t user’s local time
Export scenarios/simulation – also return created + last modified date +
created/modified by
Updated design for social registration page
Bugs Fixes:
Fixed: Search not working for Connections and Recent Processes on Dashboard
Fixed: Categories not showing on Dashboard if we rename collection with special
characters
Fixed: Error if we use danish characters in username while registration
Fixed: Error in console on Extend Account page
Fixed: Filtered roles are not clearing properly in Activities section on Dashboard
Fixed: Error in console if we click on some recent process or some category
Fixed: English value is showing instead of Danish in Swimlanes editor
Fixed: DCR Publisher: Scenarios missing from document
Fixed: Re-run of scenario fails after export-import
Fixed: Save button layout in App store
Fixed: On updating some app, value of [AddToAllUsers] sets to Null, it must retain its
value
Fixed: Pre-set list has duplicate empty values in Form server
Fixed: Remove capitalize from notification text
Fixed: Analyze simulation not working for particular processes
Fixed: Error message needs to be changed if re-run for all scenarios fails
Fixed: Date picker does not work in Sequence Editor in vertical layout
Error logging has been added for Swimlane
DCR Simulator
Improvements:
Block user – if leave the simulation
Bugs Fixes:
Fixed: If no simulation exists, then redirect to ‘root’
Highlighter
New Features:
Ability to assign activities to roles by selecting Activity
Show summary of retrieved suggestions when the NLP services is called

If suggested activity contains a subject, use it as a role
Size modifier for the controller
Improvements:
Updated helper text for top navigation bar
Alias drop-down gets updated every time the user creates an element (role, activity, rule)
Type of rule should be check-box instead of radio control to create multiple at a time
Improved Alias For list while creating a suggested alias
Bugs Fixes:
Fixed: List in app not refreshing automatically for roles and rules created/deleted from
process
Fixed: Creating rules using all instances options
Fixed: New rules cannot be merged with highlighted rules
Fixed: Arrow is missing for suggestion tool tip
Fixed: Suggestions must not be shown for commented text
Fixed: Tool tip is missing on Suggest button
Fixed: Activity label is not updating in editor unless we reload
Fixed: Suggested items count is not showing fine
Fixed: Show only Activities/Roles/Rules functionality is not working
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